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of cloth from off their bodies; tacked the fragments together as
well as possible; saved a particle of money to buy new ribbons
and lace; begged many a rag of taffeta; and so formed, by de-
grees, a full theatrical wardrobe, in which hoop-petticoats for the
ladies were especially remembered.
" My troop was now fairly provided with dresses for the most
important piece, and you might have expected that henceforth one
exhibition would follow close upon the heels of another: but it
happened with me, as it often happens with children; they em-
brace wide plans, make mighty preparations, then a few trials,
and the whole undertaking is abandoned. I was guilty of this
fault. My greatest pleasure lay in the inventive part, and the
employment of my fancy. This or that piece inspired me with
interest for a few scenes of it, and immediately I set about pro-
viding new apparel suitable for the occasion. In such fluctuating
operations, many parts of the primary dresses of my heroes had
fallen into disorder, or totally gone out of sight; so that now the
first great piece could no longer be exhibited. I surrendered my-
self to my imagination; I rehearsed and prepared forever; built
a thousand castles in the air, and saw not that I was at the same
time undermining the foundations of these little edifices."
During this recital, Mariana had called up and put in action
all her courtesy for "Wilhelm, that she might conceal her sleepi-
ness. Diverting as the matter seemed on one side, it was too
simple for her taste, and her lover's view of it too serious. She
softly pressed her foot on his, however, and gave him all visible
signs of attention and approval. She drank out of his glass:
Wilhelm was convinced that no word of his history had fallen to
the ground. After a short pause, he said: " It is now your turn,
Mariana, to tell me what were your first childish joys. Till now,
we have always been too busy with the present to trouble our-
selves, on either side, about our previous way of life. Let me
hear, Mariana, under what circumstances you were reared; what
are the first lively impressions which you still remember?"
These questions would have very much embarrassed Mariana,
had not Barbara made haste to help her. " Think you," said the
cunning old woman, " we have been so mindful of what happened
to us long ago, that we have merry things like these to talk about;
and though we had, that we could give them such an »air in talk-
ing of them?"
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